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Blizzard Entertainmentâ€™s StarCraft saga has captivated millions of players worldwide since its

release in 1998. A genre-defying military strategy and sci-fi adventure, StarCraft has enthralled

gamers with its immersive gameplay and thrilling storyline chronicling the battle between the

scrappy terrans, the mystifying protoss, and the terrifying zerg Swarm. The StarCraft II: Field

Manual draws on more than a decadeâ€™s worth of lore to create an all-encompassing

collectorâ€™s item for fans. Presented as an official Dominion Marine Corpsâ€“issued combat

handbook that has been misplaced by its owner, the book pairs stunning original illustrations and

propaganda posters with an engaging narrative that showcases the vital statistics, origins, and

history of each unit, vehicle, and building. From an analysis of zerg infestation to the Dominionâ€™s

tactical recommendations for what to do upon encountering a colossus (Run!), the StarCraft II: Field

Manual covers everything a grunt in the embattled Koprulu sector needs to know. Copyright Â©

2015 Blizzard Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. Blizzard Entertainment and Starcraft are

trademarks or registered trademarks of Blizzard Entertainment, Inc., in the U.S. and/or other

countries
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This is an art book filled with detailed, techy drawings in duotones. Terran, Zerg, and Protoss units

are depicted, and each illustration has notes about different aspects of the unitâ€”weapons, special

abilities, etc. That's all flavor text really, because the zerg art is INSANE. Props to the artists. I

guess you know what race I play now.There are a lot of hilarious liner notes throughout, as if this



book was given to some grunt at bootcamp and he wants the next guy to read it to know what it's

really like in the field. I am loving Legacy of the Void and in the days of crappy glorified strategy

guides pushed out with game releases, this book is truly a great accompaniment to the game.

This shallow poorly written crap fest is a technical manual? The drawings are not even that great

and there are not as many as you would hope and the vast majority are black and white and there is

almost no specifications, how much does a Marauder Power Armor weigh? Whats the ammo

capacity, muzzle velocity, rate of fire and caliber of an Impaler Gauss Rifle? I could have done

better with this as a teenager then they did. Some of the illustrations dont even look like the game

units they portray. The authors could have kept the in universe commentary to a lower level as well

its typically uninformative. Bad book looked through it twice it doesnt warrant more than that. But its

what i have come to expect from Blizzard. Lousy quality lousy content lousy company and games

that are not user friendly and supported with atrocious customer service and support efforts and

then there is that abortion battle net and that incredibly nasty and unwelcoming DRM on every

game. Blizzard just sucks and this is just more proof. If i could give it no stars i would have.Shame

too i used to love Blizzard but their company dynamic became instead of making a great game and

rewarding your paying customers it is now lets prevent piracy, fleece people for every cent and

punish the paying customer. Blizzard may you be bought out and subsumed into a better company

and all the suits who make such ignorant and idiotically greedy decisions be fired or demoted truly

thats what you deserve or worse.

i watched the review on youtube and it fullfilled mybexpectations. Dont buy expecting an artbook. it's

closer to units reference guide but on a lore focus. (ie wont give you tips on how to micro your units.

just a very general this is good against this... and im not even sure that is gameplay accurate.)

Love this so much! Extremely interesting and drawings were great! Would definitely recommend

buying this item. Definitely have been waiting for a less novel type book.

Have some funny comment in there. Overall a good book with facts, lores, unit scales...etcIf you are

a SC fan, you definitely want to have this.

Great for a veteran Starcraft player, the paper is made of a very good material and it came in perfect

conditions



fun and nice

I think this book meet all the requirements of a starcraft fansï¼Œso i love it ã€‚MY LIFE FOR AIUR!.
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